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FROM USELESS TO USEFUL 

Philemon 

INTRODUCTION 

1. Reimagining Philemon’s situation: A beloved leader moves away . . . 9-10 months later, a 
man down on his luck begins to visit the church . . . over the next few months is taken in 
and given employment by a prominent brother . . . only to take advantage, vandalize the 
brother’s business, and make off with the contents of the cash register . . .  

2. Months later, the man comes to church one Sunday morning (!), finds an elder, and hands 
him two letters from the beloved leader who had moved away. A cover letter explains that 
the information in the letters is too important to be emailed or shared by phone. He asks 
that both letters be read to the whole congregation ASAP. The elders trust the sender and 
comply. They read the first, addressed to the church, a letter that reinforces key teachings 
and encourages.  

3. Then, they begin to read the second, which is barely a page, and are amazed to find that it 
is not addressed to the whole church, but to that prominent member who had taken in the 
man who had wronged him, the man who had delivered the letters. His travels had seen 
him end up where the former leader was. The two had a chance meeting, the leader taught 
the other man the gospel, and the man changed. The leader would love to have him as an 
assistant, but first he needed him to resolve things back home. In the letter, the leader urges 
the member, a good friend, to accept the man who had wronged him as a brother; he 
would make restitution for the man’s wrongs. If possible, he requests that the man be sent 
to him.1 

4. That story is a re-casting of the likely background and situation of Philemon. Here’s the 
heart of it: vv. 8-11, 21. Some things to know: 
a. New Testament letters to churches were read to the whole group (1 Thess. 5:27); the 

letter that is the setting for our situation anticipated that (Col. 4:16). 
b. The church in question was Colossae, a conclusion based on the names in both letters: 

Onesimus (Col. 4:9 [“one of you”; Phm. 8, 10); Archippus (Col. 4:17; Phm. 2). 
c. Philemon apparently hosted the church’s meetings (the construction of the sentence in 

vv. 1, 2 make him the main addressee; the pronoun “your” in v. 2 is singular). 

                                                 
1 I am indebted to a sermon by Bruce McLarty for the basic idea for this recasting of the Philemon story. The 

main ideas are found in his “‘Two Letters Came This Week,’” in Owen D. Olbricht and Bruce McLarty, Colossians and 
Philemon, Truth for Today Commentary (Searcy, AR: Resource Publications, 2005), 501-503.  
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d. It is likely the second letter was also read to the gathered church; the circumstances 
would have been widely known; the church needed to hear Paul’s teaching and plea. 

5. Philemon is a remarkable little book (just 25 verses, 335 Greek words) that “concerns an 
issue of broad social concern in the ancient world”2 (and, in principle, in ours). 

6. To properly understand it, we need at least some introduction to slavery in the Greco-
Roman world. We will briefly do that, and then just as briefly note some major lessons. 

BODY 

I. Things to Know About Slavery. 

A. “There was no action or belief or institution in the ancient world that was not one way 
or another affected by the possibility that someone involved might be a slave.”3 
1. By the 1st century at least 1/3 of inhabitants in major urban centers were slaves.4 

B. The economy was based on slavery (Greece and Rome being two of only five societies 
in history that were based on slavery). 
1. They were not considered non-human, but were not legally human. 
2. Slaves were not a social or economic class; their socio-economic opportunities 

depended on the status of their respective owners. 
3. Thus, they did not suffer a common plight; a movement that adopted the slogan, 

“slaves of the world, unite!” would have gone nowhere. 

C. Most important: it was completely unlike New World slavery in the 17th-19th centuries.  
1. General statement: “… it must be stressed that for the most part knowledge of 

slavery as practiced in the New World in the 17th-19th centuries has hindered 
more than helped achieving an appropriate, historical understanding of social-
economic life in the Mediterranean world of the 1st century” and thus the proper 
understanding and application of relevant NT texts. 

2. We will mention just three of the features that distinguish the two (from Bartchy): 
a) Racial factors played no role. 
b) Education was greatly encouraged (some slaves were better educated than 

their owners). 
c) Many slaves carried out sensitive and highly responsible social functions. 
d) Slaves could own property (including other slaves). 
e) Their religious and cultural traditions were the same as those of the freeborn. 
f) No laws prohibited public assembly of slaves. 
g) The majority of urban and domestic slaves could legitimately anticipate being 

emancipated by the age of 30. 

II. “If Only We Could Change the World” — A Lesson for the Church as a Whole. 

                                                 
2 Joseph A. Fitzmeyer, The Letter to Philemon: A New Translation with Introduction and Commentary, The Anchor 

Yale Bible (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 2000), 12. 
3 M. I. Finley, Ancient Slavery and Modern Ideology (New York, 1960), in S. Scott Bartchy, “Slavery--New Testament,” 

in David Noel Freedman, ed., The Anchor Bible Dictionary, vol. 6 (New York, N. Y.: Doubleday, 1992), 66. 
4 Consider as an example the city of Atlanta. In 2014, the metro-area population was 5.45 million; if one-third of 

those people were slaves, there would be 1.82 million slaves in the area (worldpopulationreview.com, 8/2/15). 

http://worldpopulationreview.com/
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A. Paul didn’t try to change the institution; he changed individual people. 
1. “Nowhere in any of his letters does Paul try to change the existing social structure, 

which reckoned with slavery, perhaps because he realized the futility of trying to 
change the system, which was so much part of the world in which he lived. Paul’s 
own solution, then, would be to emphasize religious renewal and transform, 
interiorize, or christianize that social structure.” (Fitzmeyer, 35) 

2. Galatians 3:27, 28 and the implications; see 1 Corinthians 7:20-22. 

III. If We Would Help the Useless Be Useful — Lessons for Those Who Constitute the Church.  

A. The ones needing and willing to change must be received by brothers and sisters who 
will allow them to change. 
1. One necessity had occurred: Onesimus (“useful”) had changed.5  
2. Recall the 5th and 7th differences, above. 

a) Since Onesimus was a Christian, Philemon would be expected to worship 
with him with no strings attached; the NT never condones the kind of enmity 
between worshipers many since have permitted. 

b) The expectation was that a slave would be freed by the time he was 30, but an 
owner could refuse to free him.  
(1) “In this social-legal context, Paul’s brief masterpiece of sensitive 

persuasion sent to Philemon and ‘the church in his house’ seems best 
understood as Paul’s presentation of his requests that Onesimus’ 
manumission not be delayed because of any misdeeds (v. 18) and that 
Philemon forgive his slave and manumit him very soon (v. 16 . . .).” 
(Bartchy) 

3. The real question Paul was asking Philemon: would he live up to his calling, be a 
Christian? 
a) Philemon had to be willing to act like the Lord (see Phil. 2:5-8). 
b) Would Philemon value Onesimus’ salvation over his own slave-owner rights? 
c) What would it take to do that? Note again vv. 8-21. 

(1) Paul pleaded with Philemon to “embod[y] an attitude toward slavery [or 
people] that merits widespread attention in the church.” (Fitzmeyer, 34) 

(2) “. . . the Letter to Philemon proclaims ‘the early Christian conviction that 
faith and love should determine the action of the Christian. Whatever the 
situation in which decision and action are called for, it is to be seen in the 
context of this Christian foundation for behaviour.”6 
(a) Have we really internalized this principle?  

B. Who will stand with and for the outcasts?  
1. Paul did that. 

a) He was willing to do tough teaching. 
b) He was willing to facilitate forgiveness and healing.  

                                                 
5 Paul uses a play on words in vv. 10, 11, noting that Onesimus (whose name meant “useful”) now lived up to 

his name. 
6 I. H. Marshall, “The Theology of Philemon,” in The Theology of the Shorter Pauline Letters (New Testament 

Theology; ed. K. P. Donfried and I. H. Marshall; Cambridge: Cambridge University, 1993), 187; in Fitzmeyer, 35.  
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(1) Martin Luther: “… Paul takes the part of poor Onesimus and, as best he 
can, pleads his cause with his master. He presents himself as if he were 
himself Onesimus, who has done wrong; yet he does this not with force 
or compulsion, as he had a right to do, but he empties himself of his right 
to get Philemon too to waive his right. Just as Christ did for us with God 
the Father, so St. Paul does for Onesimus with Philemon” (Fitzmeyer, 36). 

2. Will we be the Pauls for today’s Onesimuses? 
a) With regard to race? To show that we do not have to be slaves to preferences 

(of any culture or sub-culture), will we show the world how things should be? 
b) For the unwed mothers? 
c) For the homeless? 
d) For the addicts (alcohol or some other drug)? 
e) With regard to building multicultural churches? Elevating God’s reign over 

nationalistic concerns and rights? 
f) The list could go on . . . . 

 
Conclusion 

1. Luke 5:31, 32. In my reading on Luke, I came across this comment relative to that text: 

"Such an understanding of Jesus and his church was strange to Greco-Roman readers. In 
Origen’s Against Celsus , 3.59f., Celsus, the pagan critic of Christianity, complains that ordinarily 
those invited to participate in religious solemnities are the pure who live an honorable life. 
Christians, however, invite anyone who is a sinner, or foolish, or simpleminded. In short, any 
unfortunate will be accepted in the kingdom of God.”7 

2. Philemon was called to that different way. It was the early church’s legacy, and what 
changed their world. May we do as they did! 

David Anguish,  
Truth for Today World Mission School 

August 2015 

                                                 
7 Charles H. Talbert, Reading Luke: A Literary and Theological Commentary on the Third Gospel (Macon, Ga: Smith & 

Helwys Publishing, Inc., 2002), 66. 


